Confronting the
BEPS obstacles
Are global businesses ready
for the Base Erosion Profit
Shifting (BEPS) regime?

Deadlines for businesses to begin BEPS reporting are fast approaching.
For companies with calendar-year reporting dates,
the deadline for filing of the first BEPS reports is:

For companies with June-year balance dates,
the deadline is:

15 February 2018

30 June 2018

Potential fine for late or non-compliant lodgement of a BEPS report with ATO:

$525,000
Thomson Reuters has assessed business response to BEPS. Our third annual Global BEPS Survey
received responses from 135 corporate executives and tax and transfer pricing executives
across dozens of countries and industries.

Businesses are worried about their BEPS response.

69

say they are “not confident” or “slightly confident”
in responding to country-by-country reporting requirements
and to deadlines, master filings and local filings.
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The number of tasks required
can seem overwhelming.
SIMON HADDAD, TAX DIRECTOR ANZ, THOMSON REUTERS

The 2017 survey shows how many businesses have had to reshape operations
to deal with BEPS measures.
26% Implement changes to transfer pricing policy
22% Implement changes to intercompany agreements
19% Conduct review of business’s value chain and key profit drivers
14% Conduct review of historical business structures
7% Implement a restructuring
4% Transfer any tangible or intangible assets
3% Recommend that the company hire or relocate employees in certain jurisdictions

Those companies who are ahead of the curve ...
have been very pro tax technology for a long time,
and have very good systems in place.
BEN SCULL, MANAGING DIRECTOR FOR TAX & ACCOUNTING ANZ, THOMSON REUTERS

Find out how Thomson Reuters can aid
BEPS implementation for your organisation
Thomson Reuters’ BEPS solutions meet BEPS compliance needs and provide efficient and effective resolution of
BEPS issues. Thomson Reuters Checkpoint® BEPS Global Currents and ONESOURCE® give you trusted answers,
analysis and documentation tools deliver scrutiny-proof reporting that tax authorities expect.
Source: Thomson Reuters 2017 Global BEPS Survey

Get your full analysis. Click here
to download the free report.

